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1 Introduction

Supported by a growing literature (see Cawley, 2015 and Allcott et al., 2019, for reviews),

policy-makers and academics have advocated for taxing sugary beverages (SBs), known

colloquially as soda taxes, as a way to contain the world-wide obesity epidemic. For example,

the World Health Organization (WHO) actively promotes these taxes, both in developed and

developing countries (WHO, 2016). Proponents of these taxes often cite public health and

economic benefits as reasons for their implementation (Brownell et al., 2009; Brownell and

Frieden, 2009).

This literature has focused on cross-state variations in tax rates (e.g., Fletcher et al.,

2010b), SB taxes introduced in some US cities and European countries (e.g., Cawley et al.,

2018), and simulations using estimated demand elasticities (e.g., Finkelstein et al., 2013) to

obtain estimates on prices and consumption.1 However, little is known about how specific

conditions in the developing world, such as low access to clean drinking water, may interact

with the introduction of SB taxes.

This paper then asks whether the implementation of an SB tax in a developing country

could lead to negative health effects for individuals in areas where access to safe drinking

water is low. As such, we implicitly ask whether soda consumption could potentially be a

way for disadvantaged individuals to avoid unsafe water.

Conceptually, the effectiveness of taxing SBs depends on consumers’ substitution pat-

terns. Some argue that substituting toward other high-caloric foods and beverages may in-

validate their impact on dietary changes (Fletcher et al., 2010b, 2013; Aguilar et al., 2017).

Others have found evidence in favor of substitution toward non-sugary beverages, mainly

water (Nakhimovsky et al., 2016; Colchero et al., 2016, 2017). However, a large fraction

of the world’s population, particularly in developing countries, may not have regular and

affordable access to safe substitutes, which in turn is one of the main forces behind the high

1Estimating the effect on health outcomes, such as obesity has proved to be more difficult due to the lack
of a clean long-term identification strategy. Some papers, however, do find effects on obesity, albeit small
ones (see, for example, Fletcher et al., 2010a).
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prevalence of gastrointestinal diseases (GIDs) in these countries (Kremer et al., 2011; Ashraf

et al., 2017; Dupas and Miguel, 2017).2

We focus our attention on Mexico, where a nation-wide tax on SBs was introduced

on January 1st, 2014.3 To the best of our knowledge, the tax was not accompanied by

any campaigns for clean water or public service announcements with simple strategies for

disinfecting water (such as using iodine tablets). This particular setting - the first large-scale

soda tax in a developing country - provides a unique opportunity to explore this question.

Despite being a middle-income country, many regions in Mexico still lack widespread ac-

cess to piped water and have substandard surface water quality (CONAGUA, 2016; DHAyS,

2017). According to the 2010 census, 37% of households do not have piped water at home.

The under-five death rate due to diarrhea in Mexico is 0.42 per thousand live births, below

other developing countries such as the Philippines’ 1.95 and South Africa’s 3.60, but four

times higher than that for the US at 0.09 (UNICEF, 2016).

Existing literature has documented that the SB tax in Mexico led to a roughly 10%

increase in SB prices (Colchero et al., 2015; Grogger, 2017; Aguilar et al., 2017), and a

6% reduction in consumption (Colchero et al., 2017; Aguilar et al., 2017). Furthermore,

Colchero et al. (2016) shows that for low-income households, consumption of taxed beverages

declined by 9% post-tax, while untaxed beverages, mostly bottled water, increased by only

2%.4 These numbers suggest that low-income households may have substituted toward non-

bottled drinking water, which might be detrimental if polluted.

We obtain data on piped water access at the electoral section level from the census,

data on surface water quality from government monitoring stations, and health data from

2For example, 57% of all GIDs worldwide are attributed to water and sanitation issues, and diarrheal
disease accounts for 20% of all deaths of children under five (Prüss-Ustün et al., 2016). Furthermore, there
is evidence in favor of implementing targeted policies. Interventions that improve drinking water, access to
sanitation, and hygiene reduce GID morbidity by 45, 28, and 23%, respectively (Freeman et al., 2014).

3Since 2010, Mexico has implemented many policies to tackle the rising obesity rates. Some of these
strategies include introducing healthy food options at schools, regulating the marketing of high-caloric food
items to children, and requiring a clear, front-of-package labeling of nutritional facts on all foods and bever-
ages (Barquera et al., 2013).

4Higher income households decreased their SB consumption by 6% and increased their consumption of
other beverages by 4%.
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all public outpatient clinics from 2009 to 2015.5 We use Thiessen polygons to extrapolate

water quality measures from over 2,000 monitoring stations to the whole country. To answer

our question, we need to identify areas with low access to safe drinking water. Due to data

restrictions, we conservatively assume that all piped water in Mexico is sufficiently clean for

human consumption. We therefore focus on areas with low access to piped water and bad

surface water quality.

Using a difference-in-differences framework, we contrast GID rates over time in clinics

located in areas with low access to piped water and bad surface water quality against all

other clinics in Mexico. Our specifications include time period fixed effects to account for

seasonality, and estimate the impact from changes within clinics over time by including clinic

fixed effects. We provide supportive evidence that the parallel pre-trends assumption holds.

Our main results are robust to including additional controls, alternative definitions of the

treatment clinics, and a placebo check on unrelated conditions.

We document a statistically significant but localized effect of the SB tax on GID rates

of 9% for individuals in areas with both low access to tap water and bad surface water

quality during the first year of the tax, equivalent to 76 thousand additional GID cases in

2014 relative to 2013. We find mixed evidence for the second year, with much smaller point

estimates, some of which are not statistically significant at conventional levels. This suggests

that the increase in GID rates may have tapered off by the end of 2015.

We present additional evidence suggesting that the effect is short-lived due to vulnerable

households differentially increasing their consumption of bottled beverages relative to other

households two years after the tax. This seems to be driven by both changes in soda and

bottled water consumption. We do not find any effects on hospitalization rates, indicating

that although the soda tax increased outpatient GID rates, these did not translate into

complications leading to inpatient care.

5Electoral sections are the smallest administrative unit in Mexico (over 64 thousand in 2010).
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To contextualize our results, we find that at most 111,320 GID cases in the first two years

could be attributed to the tax, at a cost of around 5.8 million USD. This cost, relative to the

SB tax revenues and to the potential health gains from dietary changes, is small. Therefore,

these results do not warrant an argument against introducing these taxes.

However, they do indicate that in contexts where individuals lack safe drinking water, SB

taxes may have unintended consequences. This problem may be larger in countries where

more households lack clean water and mortality rates due to diarrhea are higher, such as

the Philippines and South Africa, where SB taxes were introduced in 2018.6 We recommend

accompanying these taxes with aggressive, targeted policies aimed at guaranteeing clean

water for vulnerable individuals.

We are not the first to suggest a link between soda consumption and diarrheal disease

in contexts of low access to safe drinking water. In a review of the potential effects of

soda taxes, Roache and Gostin (2017) recognizes the possibility of negative impacts in areas

without clean water. Onufrak et al. (2014) presents the first piece of empirical evidence,

documenting that Hispanics in the US that mistrust their local tap water are twice as likely

to consume SBs than those who perceive it to be clean.

The paper most similar to ours is Ritter (2018). This study analyzes a price war between

soda brands across different markets in Peru, finding that the decrease in soda prices led

to higher soda consumption and significant declines in GIDs.7 In contrast to Ritter (2018),

where price variations come from a market equilibrium, we leverage variation from a plausibly

exogenous nation-wide tax. While the former may be informative of competition effects, it

6The WHO has been a vocal proponent of the SB taxes introduced in both coun-
tries (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-health/philippine-taxes-on-sugary-drinks-
could-avert-thousands-of-deaths-who-study-says-idUSKBN1O41NP, last accessed March 5, 2019;
http://www.afro.who.int/en/south-africa/press-materials/item/9347-who-supports-proposed-sugar-
sweetened-beverages-tax-in-south-africa.html, last accessed August 28, 2018). Given that the under-five
GID mortality rate is five and nine times higher in each country than in Mexico, the potential health costs
in the absence of policies that guarantee safe drinking water could be far greater.

7Related work has analyzed the interaction between breastfeeding and water cleanliness. Keskin et al.
(2017) finds that Bangladeshi women breastfeed longer in areas without access to safe drinking water, while
Anttila-Hughes et al. (2018) documents the harmful effect of introducing baby formula when availability of
clean water is low.
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may prove difficult to map directly to the consequences of the relevant policy intervention.8

Furthermore, our detailed geographic data at the clinic level may arguably allow for more

precise estimates.

Our main contribution is to add to the literature identifying the link between SBs and

diarrheal disease, by causally estimating the impact of changes in SB prices on GID rates. In

particular, we are the first to link taxes on SBs to increases in GIDs in areas with low access

to safe drinking water. The fact that these excise taxes have - until recently - only been

implemented and analyzed in developed countries poses a challenge for the generalizability

of findings to developing settings. Given that around 60% of the world’s obese population

lives in the developing world (Ng et al., 2014), and to the extent that SB taxes may prove

to be a useful tool to combat obesity, it is necessary to understand the link between these

taxes and GIDs where safe drinking water is lacking.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some context. Sec-

tion 3 describes the data sources. Section 4 introduces the identification strategy. Sections 5

and 6 show and discuss the results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Mexico’s Soda Tax

Mexico has long struggled with obesity, with 40% of adults considered overweight, and a

third obese (National Health Survey ENSANUT, 2012). In late 2013, the Mexican Congress

approved a fiscal reform, effective January 1st, 2014. The most salient item on the reform

was an excise tax on sugary beverages (SBs) included in the Special Tax on Production and

Services (IEPS, by its Spanish acronym). The reform established that all SBs in the country

8Ritter (2018) exploits local variation in prices due to a price war between Coca Cola and Big Cola. To
the extent that this variation subsumes local preferences and strategic interactions between suppliers, it is
not ex-ante obvious how these estimates may relate to the potential consequences from an SB tax policy.
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would now be subject to a 1 peso (0.06 USD) per liter tax, which on average amounted to

about 10 to 12% of the average price (Colchero et al., 2016).

IEPS defines SBs as sodas, nectars and concentrates with added sugar, and powdered

drink mixes. Beverages sweetened with non-caloric sugar substitutes and dairy products

were exempt from the tax. Although many SBs are taxed, sodas garnered the most media

attention, and the tax is commonly referred to as simply the “soda tax” (impuesto a los

refrescos). We refer to it as such throughout this paper, keeping in mind however that other

SB categories were also taxed.

Grogger (2017) analyzes the effect of the soda tax on the average price of SBs, finding

a passthrough of over 100%. Additional studies corroborate this finding (Aguilar et al.,

2017; Colchero et al., 2015).9 Colchero et al. (2016) calculates the effect of the tax on the

consumption of taxed beverages, concluding that they declined 6% on average (around 12

mL per capita per day, equivalent to a regular-sized can of soda per month). Aguilar et al.

(2017) confirms the magnitude of this decline, but also finds that substitution patterns across

all food and beverage purchases led to a null effect on total calories consumed.10

2.2 Beverage Consumption Patterns in Mexico

Previous literature has characterized beverage consumption patterns in Mexico over the past

years. Stern et al. (2014) uses dietary recall surveys in 1999 and 2012 to describe trends in

caloric beverages consumed by demographic groups, finding that SBs increased among both

children and adults. Strikingly, this study calculates that in 2012, SBs accounted for 17.5%

of the total daily caloric intake for children and adolescents ages 1 to 19. Barquera et al.

9Note that total passthrough of the tax has not always been observed in other settings. For example,
Cawley and Frisvold (2015) finds a passthrough of only 43% for the Berkeley, CA tax, attributed to con-
sumers’ avoidance behavior by making SB purchases in other jurisdictions. This is a particular advantage of
the nation-wide implementation of the tax in Mexico.

10Notwithstanding these declines, there is still a sizable amount of taxed beverages being con-
sumed. For example, in 2014, the total tax revenues from the soda tax amounted to 18 bil-
lion pesos, which averages to 163 liters of SBs per capita or about 1.25 regular-sized cans
of soda per day (http://finanzaspublicas.hacienda.gob.mx/es/Finanzas Publicas/Estadisticas Oportunas
de Finanzas Publicas, last accessed May 13, 2017).
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(2010) also finds that pre-school and school children obtain 28 and 21% of their energy from

caloric beverages, respectively.11

Two concerns arise for our purposes. First, anecdotally, the market for bottled water in

Mexico is large.12 Therefore, one may worry that individuals in Mexico are only consuming

bottled water, rendering other water sources innocuous. To address this, we present evidence

of trends in purchasing behavior of beverages prior to the tax, exploiting data from the 2012

National Household Income and Expenditures Survey (ENIGH).

Table 1 shows summary statistics for households regarding purchases of both soda and

bottled water, stratifying into terciles by total household income. Table 1 shows that 69% of

high socioeconomic status (SES) and 54% of low SES households purchased soda over the last

week prior to the survey, compared to 42 and 20% of households making purchases of bottled

water, respectively. Low SES households purchased about a third of the volume in liters of

bottled water and more than half the liters of soda purchased by high SES households. These

statistics show that not all households purchase bottled water, and less so if they fall on the

left side of the SES distribution. Note that in contrast to the ENIGH data, retail panels

typically do not include rural areas, where bottled water is less common.

The second concern relates to whether SBs and water could be substitutes in this setting.

If they are not, then we would expect to see no effect of the tax on GIDs. The 2016

ENSANUT asks about perceived changes in consumption after the implementation of the

tax.13 Although we recognize that this is an imperfect measure, we believe that it sheds

light on the possibility that water and SBs are substitutes to some degree in our context.

Table 2 shows the distribution of individuals reporting that their water and SB consump-

tion went down, stayed the same or went up, for the top and bottom SES terciles. This table

11It should be noted that this study includes whole, unflavored milk in their definition of caloric beverages.
Reduced fat and nonfat milk are not included.

12See for example https://www.forbes.com.mx/agua-embotellada-el-negocio-multimillonario-que-mexico-
no-necesita/, last accessed September 11, 2018.

13The 2016 ENSANUT was a special round of the usual health survey administered every six years. This
particular round focused on questions regarding consumption of beverages, which had not been previously
recorded.
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indicates that the majority of the increase in water consumption in the two years after the

tax was implemented corresponds to individuals who decreased their SB consumption. Fur-

thermore, the numbers suggest that substitution occurred across all SES groups, although

perhaps to a lesser degree among low SES individuals.

Further evidence is provided by Colchero et al. (2016). This study uses retail panel data

to show that the consumption of taxed beverages fell by 6% on average, and up to 9% among

low-income households. Untaxed beverages on the other hand increased by 4% on average,

and just 2% for low-income households. They argue that this is driven mostly by bottled

water. These findings confirm the ENSANUT evidence, showing that SBs and water are

indeed substitutes, although less so for low-income households.

A final point should be made with respect to Colchero et al. (2016). Their data do not

allow them to observe non-bottled water consumption. However, as shown above, purchases

of bottled water by low-income households is not very prevalent. According to their findings,

low-income households see both a larger decrease in SBs and a smaller increase in untaxed

beverages. This may suggest that these households substituted toward non-bottled drinking

water. Overall, there is suggestive evidence that substitution did occur between water and

SBs, and that households, especially on the left side of the distribution, do indeed consume

non-bottled water.

3 Data

3.1 Water Access and Quality

We gather data on households’ access to piped water from the 2010 census. This information

is aggregated at the electoral section level.14 For each section, we observe the fraction of

14Administratively, Mexico is divided into 32 states, which are in turn composed of municipalities, with
a total of 2,456 in the whole country. For electoral purposes, municipalities are further divided into smaller
geographic areas called sections (64,559 in our 2010 data). This is effectively the smallest administrative
unit in Mexico, with an average of 383 households per section, a median of 320, and a maximum of 18,125.
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households in 2010 obtaining their water from a source outside the home. This includes

households obtaining piped water from a neighbor or a communal tap as well as non-piped

water (from vendors, surface water sources, such as rivers, lakes, and dams, or from wells).

See online appendix B for more information.

We conservatively assume that all piped water in Mexico is sufficiently safe for con-

sumption. In general, publicly available data sources measuring tap water quality are not

available, especially at a sufficiently disaggregated level and with enough variation.15 We

therefore shift our water quality focus toward surface water sources.

We obtain surface water quality data from government monitoring stations throughout

the country belonging to the regulator conagua (National Water Commission). Data are

available for 2012, 2013 and 2014, with a single observation per station per year. From a

total of 3,610 monitoring stations, we exclude stations that are located at salt water sources.

This leaves us with 2,071 stations in our sample. All stations are geocoded. Although we are

unable to precisely characterize what determines the government’s location choice for these

stations, it seems that they are biased toward more polluted sources.

These data provide three distinct quality measures: biochemical oxygen demand (BOD),

chemical oxygen demand (COD), and total suspended solids (TSS). For each, conagua

reports the precise measure, as well as a classification into five categories (very polluted,

polluted, acceptable, good, and excellent), based on conagua’s established thresholds. See

online appendix B for more details on water quality.

15We explored a dataset containing chlorine efficiency measures of piped water at the municipality level.
Chlorine efficiency is measured as a percentage from 0 to 100, and indicates the effectiveness with which
chlorination eliminates water-borne pathogens. However, these data are not ideal. First, it is unclear how
local measures are aggregated to the larger geographic area of municipalities. This level of aggregation does
not allow us to identify relatively local hotspots of unsafe water within a municipality. Second, there is not
enough variation in this measure: 71% of municipalities comply with the government-established threshold
of 95% efficiency.
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3.2 Health Outcomes

The health outcomes measuring outpatient cases and rates of gastrointestinal diseases (GIDs)

come from the Ministry of Health’s Reported Cases Dataset. This information is collected

by the Ministry of Health (SSA) on a weekly basis, and contains all new GID diagnoses at

the outpatient clinic level. Each public outpatient clinic is legally required to report this

information. Although some private clinics also report this data, their compliance rates are

extremely low and there is no way to corroborate the data they may misreport. Therefore,

we restrict our attention to public outpatient clinics.

The public healthcare system in Mexico is divided into separate, disjoint subsystems

targeting different segments of the population. We restrict these data to the four principal

subsystems: SSA (through Seguro Popular insurance), IMSS, IMSS-Oportunidades, and

ISSSTE.16 This amounts to 15,634 clinics, with the excluded ones making up around 1%

of public healthcare services (ENSANUT 2012). Note that individuals eligible for health

services from a given subsystem are assigned to the clinic closest to their home.17 All clinics

are geocoded by merging information from SSA’s Infrastructure Dataset for 2014.

The Reported Cases data records GIDs directly from doctors’ diagnoses, based on ICD-

10 codes. We use SSA’s direct classification of GIDs, which includes all ICD-10 codes from

A00 to A09. This is consistent with the literature (in particular for Mexico, see Agüero

and Beleche, 2017). We also collect the records for other unrelated diagnoses for a placebo

exercise, namely all external injuries and sexually transmitted diseases.

We also obtain hospital discharge records for a subset of public hospitals, corresponding

to those administered directly by SSA. These data contain each patient’s date of admission,

as well as the final diagnosis based on ICD-10 codes. There are 766 SSA hospitals in this

16IMSS provides healthcare for formal workers and their families; IMSS-Oportunidades is the rural branch
of IMSS, linked to the cash transfer program Oportunidades; ISSSTE corresponds to government workers;
and Seguro Popular provides coverage for informal workers and the unemployed, through SSA’s own network
of clinics and hospitals. The remaining smaller subsystems are for workers of the national oil company, the
marines, and the army.

17In general, unless there is a life-threatening condition, individuals may only obtain healthcare at the
subsystem and clinic they have been assigned to.
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dataset. Unfortunately, the hospital discharge data for the other public subsystems only

registers the year, and not the actual dates of hospitalization, and do not provide ICD-10

codes. It should be noted however, that SSA tends to provide healthcare to lower SES

groups, and that according to the 2012 ENSANUT, 40% of all hospitalizations occurred at

an SSA hospital.18

4 Empirical Strategy

4.1 Assigning Water Characteristics to Clinics

To answer the question of whether the soda tax may negatively impact diarrheal disease, we

need to be able to observe both access to safe drinking water and GID rates. Our character-

ization of safe drinking water will rely on both the access to piped water measure and the

surface water quality measures from the monitoring stations. We begin by geographically

assigning these measures. We then map these measures directly to the outcomes observed

at each clinic.

First, we observe access to tap water inside the home according to the 2010 census at

the electoral section level for 64,559 sections throughout Mexico. For each outpatient public

clinic, we assign the fraction of households without access to piped water inside the home from

the section in which the clinic is located. Although clinic catchment areas may extend beyond

the limits of the section, this method allows us to consistently assign the access variable

without making any assumptions about the size and shape of catchment areas. Furthermore,

the access variables tend to correlate well spatially at such granular administrative units.

Figure 1a shows the geographic distribution of this variable at the section level. Figure B5

in online appendix B shows the location of clinics in their corresponding electoral section.

18Private hospitalizations account for 15% of all inpatient care, which means that almost half of all public
hospitalizations are at an SSA hospital.
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We now turn to the quality measures. We observe measures from 2,071 monitoring sta-

tions located at fresh water sources. These stations are unevenly distributed across Mexico.

To extrapolate the data, we create Thiessen polygons (also known as a Vornoi diagram).

The idea is to partition the plane into disjoint areas – one for each monitoring station – such

that all coordinates within an area are closer to the corresponding monitoring station than

any other station. We then assign quality measures to each clinic from the Thiessen polygon

in which the clinic is located.

Effectively, for any clinic located at point c = (xc, yc) in two-dimensional space, we assign

measures from station s = (xs, ys) such that d(c, s) < d(c, s′),∀s′ 6= s, where d(·) is a function

measuring Eucledian distance. In other words, each clinic is assigned the quality measures

from the monitoring station that is closest to it. Three maps in Figure 1 show these Thiessen

polygons as well as the spatial distribution of the BOD, COD, and TSS measures, taking

the average over all three years from 2012 to 2014. Figure B2 in online appendix B further

shows the location of these monitoring stations.

Taken together, these procedures effectively leave us with 15,634 public outpatient clinics,

for which we have assigned a piped water access measure based on the electoral section in

which the clinic is located, and a set of surface water quality measures based on the closest

monitoring station. Evidently, the quality measures may be less accurate with distance.

Figure B6 in online appendix B shows the distribution of this distance, with a range from

0.04 to 199.67 km. For our main estimates, we restrict to clinics with a monitoring station at

most 25 km away (11,724 clinics), corresponding to the 75th percentile of this distribution.

An additional specification will exploit this distance variable.

Although we observe the clinic data at the weekly level from 2009 to 2015, we collapse

this information into quarterly observations by summing over the 13 weeks that make up

a quarter. This allows us to address some of the natural noise in GIDs due to small fluc-

tuations from one week to another. It also minimizes any concerns about a particular type

of measurement error whereby clinics “forget” to file reports every week, and instead file

13



cumulative reports in intervals of n weeks.19 Altogether, we are left with a balanced panel

of 11,724 clinics × 28 quarters.

4.2 Defining Treatment and Control Groups

Having assigned the water variables to each clinic, we now turn our attention to identifying

suitable treatment and control groups. The treatment should be the areas where an increase

in water consumption could lead to more diarrheal disease. Due to the lack of reliable data

on tap water quality, we conservatively assume that all piped water is sufficiently safe for

human consumption. Therefore, our hotspots of unsafe drinking water are those that lack

access to piped water and have bad quality surface water.20 We now turn to describing how

we summarize our multiple measures into a single binary classification.

Our access variable fe measures the fraction of households in an electoral section e that

do not have access to piped water inside the home. Since each clinic c is mapped onto a single

section in which it is located, we can substitute the subscript e for c. Figure B1 in online

appendix B shows the distribution of this variable for all sections and our sample (10,343

sections). We classify clinics into those with low and high access to tap water based on the

mean of this distribution f̄ . Formally, allowing 1[·] to represent the indicator function,

Lowc = 1[fc>f̄ ]

As a robustness check, we also calculate our results using the median instead.

The surface water quality measures are a bit more complex, since there are three different

measures (BOD, COD, and TSS) and three different years (2012, 2013, and 2014) to consider.

Let msjy be the measure of type j in year y at monitoring station s, where type is BOD,

19Although we have no definitive evidence, we do observe many instances in which clinics with relatively
high numbers of cases week after week are peppered with a few, isolated weeks with zero cases, which seems
unlikely if the overall epidemiology of the area is high. By aggregating at the quarterly level, we abstract
from this potential error.

20Naturally, individuals that do not have access to tap water inside the home but live close to clean surface
water sources should not be at higher risk of GIDs if they increase their water consumption.
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COD, or TSS. We begin by taking the average over these three years for which data is

available:

m̄sj =
1

Nsj

∑
y

msjy

where Nsj is the number of years for which there is a non-missing value of msjy for measure

j at station s. Whatever the underlying true quality is, taking this three-year average will

tend to minimize any measurement error in a particular year.

Next, we use the median of the distribution of each three-year average measure for BOD,

COD, and TSS to classify into good and bad surface water quality. Let mp50
j represent the

median of the three-year average of measure type j across all stations s. Then formally we

have:

Msj = 1[m̄sj>m
p50
j ]

We now have three binary measures per clinic (essentially, per monitoring station). Note

that these measures have a heavily skewed distribution, yielding a mean that is significantly

higher than the median (see Table B2 in online appendix B). For this reason, we abstain

from using the mean as the cutoff. As a robustness check, we use the official thresholds

provided by the government regulator conagua for this classification.

Finally, to summarize into a single binary measure of water quality, we conservatively

take the minimum over these three measures:

Bads = minMsj, ∀j ∈ {BOD, COD, TSS}

This means that a clinic only has bad quality assigned if all three binary summaries of

BOD, COD, and TSS are classified as bad quality. As a robustness check, we consider using

only TSS: Bads = Ms,TSS. Another exercise is to take the proportion of these three binary

measures as our bad quality classification: Bads = 1
3

∑
jMsj. This yields not a binary

variable, but a variable taking values of 0, 1/3, 2/3, and 1.
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Having summarized the access variable and the quality variables into two binary mea-

sures, we define treatment clinics as those for which access to piped water is low and surface

water quality is bad. Since each clinic is assigned one monitoring station, we can substitute

the s subscript for c, such that:

Treatc = Lowc ×Badc

This gives us a total of 1,393 treated clinics. We use all other clinics in the sample as our

control group (10,331 units). Note that we cannot simply combine the information into a

single continuous measure for our definition of treatment clinics, since we are aggregating

data measured in different units (fraction of households for piped water access, and mg per

liter for surface water quality).

Table 3 shows summary statistics at the clinic level for the treatment and control clin-

ics. Panel A shows the relevant outcome (GID rates per 100,000), the proportion of clinics

belonging to each healthcare institution or subsystem, and the distance to the closest mon-

itoring station. Panel B presents clinic-level descriptives on the access to piped water and

surface water quality variables used in the binary classification. Panel C shows the propor-

tion of monitoring stations located at various water sources at the clinic level. Lastly, Panel

D shows some household observable characteristics at the section level assigned to these

clinics.

Overall, Table 3 suggests important differences between our treatment and control clinics.

Treatment clinics tend to have higher GID rates, are less likely to be IMSS or ISSSTE clinics,

are on average one kilometer further from their assigned monitoring station, have worse water

measures (by construction), and are in sections where households are more likely to lack

sewage and a bathroom inside the home. This generally points to the fact that treatment

clinics are in low SES and more rural areas relative to control clinics. Crucially for us, our
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identification strategy will rely on assuming (and partially testing for) similar trends over

time across groups of clinics, not similar levels.

4.3 Identification

We are interested in estimating the effect of the soda tax on outpatient GID rates, using

areas with both low access to piped water and bad quality surface water as our treatment,

and places with either high access to piped water and/or good quality surface water as our

control. Our strategy relies on the tax having had an impact on the consumption of SBs.

Given our data and the lack of an obvious control group, we cannot present direct evidence

of the first stage effect of the tax on prices and consumption. However, we address this in two

ways. First, we rely on previous literature. Table A1 in online appendix A summarizes those

findings. These studies consistently find an increase of around 10% in SB prices (Colchero

et al., 2015; Grogger, 2017; Aguilar et al., 2017), and a 6% increase in consumption during

the first year of the tax (Colchero et al., 2016, 2017; Aguilar et al., 2017).

Our second piece of evidence comes from the 2012, 2014 and 2016 ENIGH survey rounds.

We regress weekly soda purchases per household on indicators for each year, total household

income, number of members, and municipality fixed effects. The results show an 8% decline

in soda purchases from 2012 to 2014, and an additional 2.5% from 2014 to 2016 (see Figure A1

in online appendix A). Note that restricting to rural communities shows a 12% decline from

2012 to 2014, without any additional effect from 2014 to 2016. While these estimates are

purely descriptive, they echo the main findings in the literature.

Having established that the roughly 10% increase in SB prices due to the tax led to an

approximately 6% decrease in SB consumption, we turn to the question of estimating the

impact on GIDs in areas with low access to safe drinking water. We follow a difference-in-

differences (DD) specification for this purpose. Formally, we estimate the following equation:

ratect =
2015∑

τ=2009

βτ (Treatc × 1[y=τ ]) + λc + θt + γ(t× Treatc) + ε1
ct (1)
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where ratect is the GID rate per 100,000 at public outpatient clinic c in year-quarter t, Treatc

is an indicator for whether the clinic is in a low piped water access and bad surface water

quality area, 1[·] is the indicator function, y indexes years, λc are clinic fixed effects, θt are

year-quarter dummies, and ε1
ct is the error term. We winsorize the outcome variable at the

1 and 5% in different specifications to address potentially spurious outliers. Standard errors

are clustered at the clinic level to allow for serial correlation.

Our coefficients of interest are given by βτ , particularly for 2014 and 2015, as they

represent differential changes in GID rates for treatment clinics relative to our control for

each year. The clinic and time period fixed effects imply that we are estimating changes

within clinics over time, net of overall seasonal effects.

We also include a treatment-specific linear trend. Throughout this period there are

declines in GID rates across the board, with a bigger slope for treatment clinics. This

follows naturally from the fact that these clinics are in more disadvantaged areas, which

makes them more likely to be targeted by government programs and are also more likely to

experience larger gains when exposed to national policies. Controlling for this trend removes

any mechanical effect in the estimates.

Additional specifications include other controls. State-quarter fixed effects (indicators

for each of the 32 states interacted with indicators for each of the four quarters in the year)

account for regional within-year epidemiological trends that are not captured by the time

period fixed effects. Healthcare institution or subsystem-quarter fixed effects (interacting

indicators for each of the four subsystems with the four quarter indicators) account for dif-

ferential usage patterns and seasonality. Lastly, we include household characteristic-quarter

fixed effects, using indicators for being above the median in the fraction of households in a

section without sewage, without a bathroom inside, and without electricity, all interacted

with the four quarter indicators.

The key identifying assumption for a causal estimate is that trends in GID rates would

be the same in both treatment and control clinics in the absence of the soda tax, regardless
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of any differences in levels, captured by the clinic fixed effect. The fact that we observe

multiple periods prior to the implementation of the tax allows us to partially test for the

validity of the common trends assumption, by identifying whether the coefficients βτ during

the pre-tax period are small and statistically indistinguishable from zero.

To further analyze the time trends, we also presents estimates from a more dynamic DD

approach. We estimate the following equation analogous to equation 1:

ratect =
T∑
τ=1

βτ (Treatc × 1[t=τ ]) + λc + θt + γ(t× Treatc) + ε2
ct (2)

where T represents the total number of quarters in our panel (28 quarters from 2009 to

2015), and everything else is as defined above. Standard errors are clustered at the clinic

level. Once again, we are interested in the βτ coefficients, which now represent differential

changes in GID rates for treatment clinics relative to our control for each quarterly time

period. This specification allows us to distinctly analyze the parallel pre-trends assumption.

It also allows us to see the post-tax dynamics more clearly.

The DD estimators would also be biased if clinics “self-select” into our groups, as defined

by access to tap water and surface water quality. By using the average quality over the

2012 to 2014 period, we are minimizing this issue. Note however that results are robust to

restricting the quality measures to the two years prior to the tax only. The effect will also

be confounded if other relevant policies that affected GID rates were introduced in 2014.21

To the best of our knowledge, this was not the case. Moreover, this would only be an issue if

these additional healthcare policies affected our treatment and control clinics differentially.

We provide evidence against this by performing a placebo check on unrelated and unaffected

diagnoses.

21A related concern would be the presence of unrelated GID outbreaks in the treatment areas. We were
unable to find any evidence of this in the media, and the inclusion of our additional controls should account
for this.
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An additional concern is measurement error in our variables. As outlined before, our

quarterly aggregates for the outcome deal with weekly misreporting. We also limit extreme

values by winsorizing this variable. However, our outcome effectively measures GID cases at

outpatient clinics, not the overall epidemiological prevalence of GIDs. This may be a concern

only if the likelihood of seeking medical care at the clinic conditional on being sick changes

differentially over time between treatment and control clinics. Using available survey data,

we show that this is not the case in online appendix C.22

In terms of our independent variable, we may be misclassifying clinics along the piped

water access and surface water quality dimensions due to the different moments in time

when our data were collected. First, we argue that over such a short time period, any

gains in these dimensions must be relatively small. As such, any measurement error is likely

to be classical, with an equal probability of classifying the clinic correctly or incorrectly,

thus leading to attenuation bias. Second, if improvements in access and quality are indeed

sufficiently large, then we would tend to classify high access/good quality clinics as low

access/bad quality. This, too, would attenuate our results.

5 Results

We begin by presenting and discussing our main results from estimating equations 1 and 2.

We then show the effects by quartiles of the distance to the monitoring station, to show

some supporting evidence of the mechanism we claim. A series of robustness checks follow.

Lastly, we present estimates on hospitalization rates. We mostly focus on graphical results

from equation 2 for these exercises, and present the corresponding estimates from equation 1

in table format in online appendix D.

22We also show that there are no differential changes for the likelihood of getting private care.
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5.1 Main Effect on Outpatient GID Rates

For our main results, we estimate equation 1 on our balanced panel of 11,724 clinics over 28

quarters, treating the interaction with 2013 as the excluded category. Table 4 shows the point

estimates for the βτ coefficients. The first three columns correspond to GID rates winsorized

at the 1%, while the last three column use a 5% winsorization. Columns 1 and 4 present

the baseline specification. Columns 2 and 5 add state-quarter and institution-quarter fixed

effects, as outlined above. Columns 3 and 6 also include the household characteristics-quarter

fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the clinic level throughout.

We present the βτ coefficients in inverse chronological order, distinguishing between post

and pre-tax years. Column 1 shows a large, positive and significant effect for the interaction

of the treatment and 2014 indicators. Given the mean GID rate per 100,000 in treatment

clinics during the pre-tax years, this effect amounts to a differential 9% increase in GIDs

from 2013 to 2014 in treatment clinics relative to control clinics. The estimate for 2015 is

smaller and statistically indistinguishable from zero. A test allows us to reject that they are

equal. Focusing on the pre-tax estimates, they are all statistically zero, show no particular

trend, and are about four times smaller than the 2014 estimate. We cannot reject that these

pre-tax estimates are all simultaneously zero.

Column 4 shows a very similar pattern for the baseline specification using the 5% win-

sorization. A key difference however is that the 2015 estimate is now significant at the 95%

confidence level, and we cannot reject that it is the same magnitude as the 2014 effect. Col-

umn 4 shows that GID rates at treatment clinics differentially increased by 6% in 2014 and

by 5% in 2015, relative to the 2013 rates. We again find that the pre-tax coefficients are all

small and statistically indistinguishable from zero.

Columns 2 and 3 show very similar results to column 1, and columns 5 and 6 echo the

findings in column 4, showing that our results are robust to the inclusion of controls. Overall,

we can conclude three things from Table 4. First, there is a large and significant increase

in GID rates in treatment clinics during the first year of the tax. Second, the evidence
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is mixed with respect to the 2015 impacts, with some specifications indicating that the

effect dissipates, and others showing that we cannot reject that it is maintained. Lastly, we

find strong evidence supporting the parallel pre-trends assumption across all specifications,

validating our identification strategy.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the estimates of equation 2. We present

the estimates for eight quarters before and after the introduction of the tax. The darker

coefficient series corresponds to GID rates winsorized at the 1%, and the lighter series is

winsorized at the 5%. We include error bars that indicate 95% confidence intervals. This

figure shows a clear differential increase in GID rates throughout the first five quarters after

the implementation of the tax. We then see a decline in the estimates for quarters 6, 7 and

8 post-tax. The pre-trends two years prior to the tax are mostly insignificant and relatively

flat, particularly for the lighter coefficient series. This provides reassurance that our control

group is a good counterfactual of the treatment.

The main results in Table 4 and Figure 2 indicate that GID rates increased differentially

in treatment clinics after the SB tax was introduced. This effect appears to have been short-

lived, as the evidence for an effect in 2015 is weak, especially when compared to the strong

findings for 2014.

Discussion: The Short-Lived Nature of the Effect

Although there is strong evidence of an effect in 2014, the evidence for 2015 is mostly mixed.

Some estimates do indicate that the effect died out two years after the tax, while other

estimates simply do not allow us to reject that the magnitude of the effect is the same in

2014 and 2015. A plausible explanation for this short-lived character is that individuals

learn about their local water quality and adjust accordingly. Potentially, these individuals

could be switching back to sodas or bottled water after they realize that water made them

sick.23 Although constrained by data availability, we present some suggestive evidence that

23Avoidance behavior by increasing consumption of bottled water has been identified in other contexts.
See, for example, Graff Zivin et al. (2011).
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individuals without access to tap water switched back to consuming bottled beverages two

years after the tax was introduced.

Using repeated cross-sections of household data from the 2012, 2014 and 2016 ENIGH

rounds, we estimate the following equation:

litershmt = δ1(waterh × 1[t=2014]) + δ2(waterh × 1[t=2016]) + δ0waterh + χm + θt + νhmt (3)

where litershmt is the log of liters of bottled beverages consumed by household h in munic-

ipality m in year t, waterh is an indicator for whether the household does not have access

to tap water inside the home, χm are municipality fixed effects, θt are indicators for each

survey year, and νhmt is the error term. Standard errors are clustered by municipality. Note

that we do not observe the same households over multiple rounds.

This equation is essentially asking whether there were differential trends in the consump-

tion of bottled beverages for households without access to piped water inside relative to

those with access. We are interested in the magnitudes and significance of the δ1 and δ2

coefficients. Although purchases may be declining over time for all, δ1 measures whether

this decline was smaller or larger for households without tap water in 2014. The δ2 coef-

ficient asks the same for 2016. If individuals without safe drinking water revert to bottled

beverages, then we would expect δ2 to be positive and significant.

Table 5 presents the estimates from this exercise. Panel A considers all bottled beverages

(water, club soda, juice, sodas, and energy drinks), while Panels B and C restrict to sodas

and bottled water, respectively. Column 1 includes all households in the sample. Subsequent

columns restrict to smaller communities, which tend to be more rural and have less access

to tap water. Results are mostly similar across columns. In Panel A, the estimate for

the interaction of no tap water and the year of the tax is positive and insignificant in all

specifications. This indicates no differential change in consumption of bottled beverages in
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households with no access to piped water, relative to the change in households with tap

water, from 2012 to 2014.

However, the estimate for the interaction with two years post-tax is positive, large and

statistically significant. Statistical tests allow us to reject that both coefficients are equal.

This suggests that households without access to tap water lowered their consumption in

the first year of the tax at the same rate as households with access to tap water, but then

differentially increased their consumption two years later in 2016.

The same pattern holds in Panels B and C. The estimates for soda are less precise.

However, coefficients for the interaction with 2014 are negative, while those for 2016 are

positive. This may suggest that households without access to tap water lowered their soda

consumption by a slightly larger magnitude in the first year of the tax, but not two years

afterward. For bottled water, all estimates are positive, although the interaction with 2016

yields larger and more significant estimates. Overall, the evidence indicates that households

without access to tap water responded differentially two years after the tax, suggesting the

intention of avoiding unsafe drinking water.

An alternative explanation for the short-lived effect is that doctors at public clinics

do inform GID patients of simple measures they can take to decrease their likelihood of

infection. We conducted a few informal interviews with public clinic doctors, confirming

that it is common practice for doctors to share simple strategies, such as boiling water

or using disinfectants, with GID patients.24 Official government guidelines from SSA also

suggest that this is the case.25 Unfortunately, we cannot confirm individuals’ knowledge on

water quality pre-tax, although it seems unlikely that they are well-informed.

24We conducted 12 telephone interviews with IMSS doctors asking about common recommendations for
GID patients. More details are available upon request.

25See for example, https://www.gob.mx/salud/prensa/la-secretaria-de-salud-emite-recomendaciones-
para-evitar-enfermedades-diarreicas-colera-y-golpe-de-calor, last accessed August 30, 2017.
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5.2 Effects by Distance to the Monitoring Stations

We turn to estimating the effects for different bins of distance to the monitoring stations.

Conceptually, distance may matter for two reasons. First, as distance increases, our assigned

quality is likely to become a noisier measure of the true quality in the clinic’s catchment area.

As such, we would expect dissipated effects at sufficiently large distances due to confounding

the actual surface water quality at those locations.

Second, information and awareness of local water quality may be a function of distance.

It is possible that individuals that live close to a monitoring station are more aware of the

quality of their local water, perhaps because the stations are visible. Given these considera-

tions, we might expect an inverted-U shape for the size of the effect with distance.

We estimate equation 1 for the full sample (not restricting to clinics that are at most

25 km away from their assigned monitoring station), adding interaction terms by distance

quartile:

ratect =
4∑
δ=1

2015∑
τ=2009

βτδ(Treatc × 1[y=τ ] × 1[d=δ]) + λc + θt + γ(t× Treatc) + ε3
ct (4)

where d represents the distance from clinic c to its assigned monitoring station, and each δ

corresponds to a quartile of this distance. Standard errors are clustered at the clinic level.

Given the distribution, the first quartile corresponds to distances that are at most 5.7 km,

quartile 2 ranges from 5.7 to 12.4 km, quartile 3 is 12.4 to 25 km, and quartile 4 (previously

excluded) are distances greater than 25 km. We present our results graphically, and show

point estimates in online appendix D.

Figure 3 shows the estimates from equation 4. Figure 3a uses the outcome winsorized at

the 1%, and Figure 3b at the 5%. Estimates for βτδ are shown, for two years before and after

the tax. Both graphs show similarly sized effects for the first and second distance quartiles,

with a significant increase in GID rates in 2014. The third quartile shows an even larger

magnitude for the 2014 effect, suggesting that they may be unaware of the bad quality of
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their surface water. Lastly, the estimates for the fourth quartile are all close to zero and

insignificant, suggesting that there may be too much noise in the quality measure we have

assigned them.

This exercise helps to establish two things. First, the effect indeed follows an inverted-U

shape with respect to distance. This lends credibility to the mechanism we describe for our

effects, namely, that individuals unknowingly consumed local, dirty water after the tax. And

second, we show that there is no effect for the fourth quartile, justifying our exclusion of

those clinics from the main sample used above.

5.3 Robustness Checks

We conduct a series of robustness checks by redefining our treatment group in various ways.

Results are consistent across these different specifications. We also estimate the effect on

a placebo outcome to show that general changes in healthcare demand or supply are not

driving the effects.

Figure 4 presents the results for different definitions of the treatment group. In Figure 4a,

we use the conagua categories to classify each station-level measure msjy into a binary

variable instead of using the median as before. The regulator conagua follows a five-

tier classification system ranging from “excellent” to “very polluted”. We use the “good”

category as our cutoff for good quality (see Table B3 in online appendix B).

Figure 4b ignores the BOD and COD measures altogether, focusing only on TSS. This

quality parameter is a commonly used measure for pollution (WHO, 2011). However, we

include BOD and COD in our main regressions for two reasons. First, we are interested

in incorporating all possible information available, as each measure may provide a valuable

signal of the true underlying quality of water. Second, high levels of TSS may be visible

to the naked eye, which may directly discourage individuals from consuming that water

(Hannouche et al., 2011).
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Figure 4c takes the proportion of binary measures Msj that fall above the median to

aggregate the three types j: Bads = 1
3

∑
jMsj. This yields a continuous treatment taking

values of 0, 1/3, 2/3, and 1. One should be cautious when interpreting these results. First,

this measure assumes that the marginal effect of going from zero to one measure above the

cutoff is the same as going from one to two and from two to three. Second, this definition

abstracts from the identify of the measure or measures j that fall above the cutoff (e.g.,

the marginal effect of only BOD above the cutoff is the same as only TSS). Regardless, we

believe this exercise is informative in supporting our main findings.

Lastly, Figure 4d maintains the baseline definition for the bad quality variable, but

changes the cutoff for the binary classification of the piped water access variable. Instead of

using the mean of the distribution, we now focus on the median: Lowc = 1[fc>fp50].

Overall, Figure 4 shows very similar patterns to the main results in Figure 2. Some

specifications are noisier and show more variation in the pre-tax quarters. However, point

estimates reassure us that the parallel pre-trends assumption holds even under these alter-

native definitions (see Table D2 in online appendix D). The magnitudes of the differential

increase in GID rates in 2014 ranges from 8 to 11% for the specifications that use the out-

come winsorized at the 1%, and from 3 to 8% for those winsorized at the 5%. These results

are in line with the baseline 9 and 5% increase, respectively. We find weaker evidence of a

diminished effect in 2015, although all point estimates are considerably smaller for that year

relative to 2014.

An additional robustness check considers estimating equation 2 on placebo conditions

unaffected by the soda tax. We first consider accidents and external conditions, which

includes all ICD-10 codes from S00 to T98.26 We also consider sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs), including mostly ICD-10 codes from A53 to A60, as well as B18, B20 and B97.27

Figure 5 presents these results separately for external injuries and STDs. All estimates are

26This classification includes conditions such as fractures, sprains, dislocations, open wounds, burns, and
drug overdoses, among others.

27This includes STDs such as syphilis, gonorrhea, HPV, and HIV, among others.
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small, close to zero, mostly statistically insignificant, and follow no particular pattern over

time.28 This suggests that our results are not confounded by other healthcare policies that

might have increased public supply or general demand for healthcare.

5.4 Effect on Hospitalizations

Our main results correspond to the effect of the tax on GID rates at public outpatient clinics.

We now turn our attention to a worse health outcome: hospitalizations. Our goal is to assess

whether the increase in GID rates at the outpatient level were severe enough to necessitate

inpatient care. As outlined in Section 3, we focus on SSA hospitals due to data availability,

keeping in mind that they represent 40% of all hospitalizations and about half of all public

sector hospitalizations.

We assign piped water access and surface water quality measures to each hospital as

before. Restricting to hospitals with a monitoring station within 25 km, we are left with 607

units for which we construct our balanced panel of 28 quarters. We consider two outcomes.

First, we use hospitalization rates due to GIDs, winsorized at the 1 and 5% as before. Second,

we calculate the average length of hospital stays, winsorized at the 1%, for GIDs and for all

hospitalizations. The first measure captures the extensive margin, while the second focuses

on the intensive one. Our rationale for including all hospitalizations in one of the length of

stay measures is that more diarrheal disease may also impact the severity of illness for those

who were hospitalized for reasons unrelated to GIDs.

Figure 6 presents these estimates. Focusing on GID hospitalization rates, Figure 6a shows

that all estimates are statistically indistinguishable from zero, relatively flat, and follow a

pattern that does not mimic the one seen for outpatient GID rates. The point estimates

from the analogous regression using equation 1 are all statistically insignificant (see Table D4

28It should be noted that our point estimates for STDs in 2015 are larger than those for other years, even if
statistically insignificant. This could suggest some differential increases in our treatment clinics throughout
that year. Importantly, this does not coincide with the main effects on GIDs, which occur in 2014.
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in online appendix D). Figure 6b presents the results for the average length of stay. Once

again, the coefficient series for GID and all hospitalizations are flat and insignificant.

Taken together, Figure 6 indicates that the SB tax had no discernible effect on hospi-

talization rates and length of stay in areas with low access to tap water and bad surface

water quality relative to the control. Although the increase in soda prices did lead to more

GIDs, as evidenced by our main findings, these outbreaks were successfully controlled and

contained at the outpatient level.

6 Cost Comparisons

We have identified a sizable and localized effect of the soda tax on GIDs for individuals in

areas with low access to tap water and bad surface water quality. This effect is robust to the

inclusion of more controls and to alternative definitions of the treatment group, and is only

present at the outpatient care level, without any effect on hospitalization rates. We have also

documented that the effect is strongest in the first year of the tax, with evidence suggesting

that it tapers off by the end of 2015. We now comment on the cost of these additional GID

cases relative to the revenues raised by this tax.

It should be noted that this discussion does not attempt to quantify the welfare gains

or losses from the tax. To fully address welfare implications, we would first need to take

a stance on the relevant welfare function from the social planner’s perspective. We would

also have to quantify how consumer surplus is affected by the price increase, and how it

compares to the individual welfare effects of increased diarrheal disease, taking into account

the relevant heterogeneity. All this would require a full estimation of the demand for SBs

and for clean drinking water, which is outside the scope of this paper. Instead, we simply

contrast the cost of the increase in GIDs relative to the observed tax revenues in order to

put these numbers into perspective.
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We have estimated an average effect of around 7 to 13 additional outpatient GID cases

per 100,000 individuals per quarter at each of the 1,393 clinics in low access, bad quality

areas throughout 2014. We find mixed results for 2015, with smaller point estimates ranging

from 4 to 5, many of which are not statistically significant. For this exercise, we take the

average of these point estimates, abstracting from statistical significance. This yields an

effect of 9.8 for 2014 and 4.5 for 2015. Scaling up to nation-wide, yearly numbers, this

implies an additional 111,320 GID cases attributed to the tax during the first two years of

its implementation (76,035 in 2014 alone).29

We perform a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation of the average cost of a GID

episode. According to the 2012 ENSANUT, GID patients at public clinics paid on aver-

age 41 pesos in transportation, fees, and medicines, and spent an average of 129 minutes

getting to the clinic, waiting, and with the doctor. Therefore, with an average hourly wage of

33.40 pesos, this amounts to 112.81 pesos.30 Assuming an additional two full days of unpaid

sick leave, which is a likely upper bound, the total cost of an episode of diarrheal disease is

647 pesos (52 USD).

Given our estimate of the total number of additional GID cases due to the soda tax, the

total cost of the SB tax due to GIDs during the first two years is roughly 72 million pesos

or about 5.8 million USD. Considering the total revenue from the SB tax in 2014 alone of

18 billion pesos, this cost is at most 0.4% of the government’s respective revenue.31 Simply

earmarking a negligible one percent of these tax revenues in the first year would have been

more than enough to fully cover the cost. Even in the case of long-term impacts on GIDs, for

which we do not find much evidence, the cost is incredibly small relative to the tax revenues.

29Considering an average population for each clinic of 139,495 individuals according to our data, we then
calculate the total number of cases as our estimates in 2014 and 2015 (9.8 + 4.5)× 4 quarters per year ×1.39
individuals ×1, 393 clinics.

30We use the average hourly wage in the first trimester of 2014 as reported in the National Occupation
and Employment Survey (ENOE).

31Total IEPS revenue in 2014 was 124 billion pesos, with 18 billion pesos directly from the
SB tax (http://finanzaspublicas.hacienda.gob.mx/es/Finanzas Publicas/Estadisticas Oportunas
de Finanzas Publicas, last accessed May 13, 2017).
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Another alternative is to compare the GID costs due to the tax with the relative health

gains attributed to the tax and their related healthcare savings. Estimating the direct effect

of the tax on weight, and ultimately obesity-related conditions such as diabetes and heart

disease, is difficult given the lack of an obvious control group and the chronic nature of

obesity-related diseases. However, we know that the literature has shown large effects on

the price of taxed goods and the consumption of taxed beverages (Grogger, 2017; Colchero

et al., 2016; Aguilar et al., 2017). Considering that obesity costs Mexico around 120 billion

pesos per year (Molina et al., 2015), these additional GID cases represent only 0.06% of this

yearly cost during the first two years of the tax.

A simple comparison of the cost of the additional GID cases we have identified with

the revenues associated with the tax indicates that these non-life-threatening spells could

easily be covered with less than one percent of tax revenues. Furthermore, a small fraction

of tax revenues could be put toward policies that prevent these bouts of disease, such as

awareness campaigns and subsidized iodine tablets. In terms of health outcomes, we abstain

from making any claims as to the size of the healthcare savings due to the tax, although the

evidence points toward important dietary changes. However, as long as they are larger than

0.06% of the total obesity cost, then our findings are not reason enough to eliminate the tax

or avoid introducing it in other contexts.

Overall, our findings do not warrant against implementing taxes on SBs in this context

or others. Nevertheless, they do inform the need for accompanying these taxes with targeted

policies that guarantee affordable access to safe drinking water for populations that may

be negatively impacted by the soda tax. This insight may matter even more in countries

where access to clean water is lower than in Mexico (for example, the Philippines and South

Africa, where SB taxes were introduced in 2018), since the potential cost in those settings

may be far greater. The lesson we espouse is that policies attempting to incentivize water

consumption over SBs can have negative health impacts on individuals without access to

safe drinking water.
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7 Conclusion

This paper asks whether a soda tax policy aimed at combatting obesity in a developing

country could potentially lead to unexpected negative health impacts in areas without access

to safe drinking water. Focusing on Mexico, a middle-income country where clean water is

still an issue in some areas, we find a significant but temporary increase in GID rates at public

outpatient clinics in places with low access to tap water and bad surface water quality. We

find no effect on GID hospitalization rates at a subset of public hospitals.

Our findings are concentrated in very specific geographic areas, related to hotspots where

safe drinking water is unavailable. We perform a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation to

provide some context for our results. We attribute an upper bound of 111,320 new GID

cases in 2014 and 2015 to the introduction of the tax, of which 76,035 correspond to 2014

alone. The relative cost implied by these estimates is less than one percent of the 2014 SB

tax revenues. It is also incredibly small relative to the potential healthcare savings from an

improved diet. Therefore, our results are definitely not an argument against the introduction

of such a tax in Mexico or other contexts.

Our results do indicate however that in settings where some individuals do not have ac-

cess to clean water, a soda tax may have pernicious effects on this segment of the population.

As such, this paper emphasizes the issues associated with implementing policies from devel-

oped countries in a developing context. Our findings inform the need for aggressive, targeted

interventions that guarantee safe water access to these populations when introducing taxes

aimed at incentivizing water consumption. While this may not be salient in high-income

countries, where these taxes have traditionally been implemented and analyzed, the mag-

nitude of this negative effect may be exacerbated in lower income countries, where a larger

fraction of the population lacks regular access to clean water.
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Table 1:
Pre-tax Purchases of Beverages

High SES Low SES
Mean Std. Dev. Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Obs.

Fraction with soda purchases 0.69 0.50 3,000 0.54 0.50 3,001
Soda purchased (L) 4.43 3.49 3,000 2.27 3.49 3,001
Soda, if purchased (L) 6.39 5.84 2,082 4.21 3.80 1,621

Fraction with bottled water purchases 0.42 0.40 3,000 0.20 0.40 3,001
Bottled water purchased (L) 15.04 16.13 3,000 5.58 16.13 3,001
Bottled water, if purchased (L) 35.93 39.88 1,256 27.69 26.07 605

Notes: This table shows weekly purchases of beverages in liters (L) by housholds prior to the soda
tax, using household survey data from the 2012 ENIGH. We show the fraction of households with
positive purchases, the average amount purchased, and the average amount conditional on purchasing
a positive quantity. We present statistics for the top and bottom terciles of total income reported in
the survey.
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Table 2:
Perceptions of Consumption Changes After the Tax

Water consumption

S
u

ga
ry

b
ev

er
ag

e
co

n
su

m
p

ti
on

Panel A: High SES
Went down The same Went up Total

Went down 2% 11 33 46
The same 4 21 14 39
Went up 5 5 5 15
Total 10 37 53

Panel B: Low SES
Went down The same Went up Total

Went down 2% 13 24 39
The same 3 29 15 47
Went up 3 6 5 14
Total 8 48 44

Notes: This table shows the distribution of individuals answering ques-
tions about how they have perceived changes in their consumption of
both water and sugary beverages during the two years after the tax,
according to the 2016 ENSANUT. Panel A shows high socioeconomic
status individuals, corresponding to those in the top tercile (definition
provided in the survey). Panel B shows the bottom tercile.
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Table 3:
Summary Statistics

Control Treatment
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Panel A: Clinic outcomes and characteristics
GID rate per 100,000 129.91 335.53 160.29 499.86
IMSS clinic 0.08 0.27 0.02 0.12
IMSS-Oportunidades clinic 0.20 0.40 0.19 0.39
ISSSTE clinic 0.04 0.19 0.01 0.07
SSA clinic 0.68 0.47 0.79 0.41
Distance to monitoring station, kms 9.70 6.67 10.87 6.48

Panel B: Access to tap water and surface water quality
Fraction HHs in section without water inside 0.50 0.36 0.83 0.13
Biochemical oxygen demand, 2012 20.58 48.82 46.82 65.35
Biochemical oxygen demand, 2013 25.91 207.92 49.64 163.64
Biochemical oxygen demand, 2014 21.71 183.52 43.10 158.42
Chemical oxygen demand, 2012 62.99 121.41 134.93 185.76
Chemical oxygen demand, 2013 86.85 457.82 174.49 434.26
Chemical oxygen demand, 2014 87.11 400.76 150.81 319.42
Total suspended solids, 2012 33.28 68.00 82.90 141.84
Total suspended solids, 2013 76.44 197.65 177.73 299.76
Total suspended solids, 2014 67.08 220.73 145.14 251.63

Panel C: Water source at monitoring station
River 0.69 0.46 0.64 0.48
Dam 0.14 0.34 0.09 0.28
Lake 0.07 0.26 0.07 0.26
Lagoon 0.03 0.17 0.17 0.38
Stream or canal 0.07 0.25 0.02 0.15
Spring or reservoir 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.03

Panel D: Household observable characteristics at the section level
Fraction HHs without sewage 0.23 0.28 0.35 0.27
Fraction HHs without bathroom inside 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.20
Fraction HHs without electricity 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.08
Total HHs in section 430.00 380.24 403.90 272.58

Observations 289,268 39,004
Total clinics 10,331 1,393

Notes: This table presents summary statistics at the clinic level for our main sample by
treatment and control groups. Only clinics within 25 km of a monitoring station are included.
Panel A shows clinic outcomes and characteristics. Panel B shows the variables used for our
treatment classification. Panel C shows descriptives for where monitoring stations are located.
Panel D shows household-level characteristics by section according to the 2010 census.
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Table 4:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post-tax years
Treatment × 2015 4.306 3.804 3.979 5.098** 4.934** 5.117**

(4.413) (4.427) (4.432) (2.470) (2.476) (2.480)
Treatment × 2014 12.947*** 12.696*** 12.784*** 6.780*** 6.698*** 6.789***

(3.564) (3.565) (3.566) (1.885) (1.886) (1.887)
Pre-tax years

Treatment × 2012 3.303 3.554 3.466 0.660 0.742 0.651
(3.734) (3.741) (3.745) (1.868) (1.870) (1.871)

Treatment × 2011 5.433 5.935 5.760 -1.072 -0.909 -1.091
(4.984) (4.995) (4.999) (2.425) (2.428) (2.430)

Treatment × 2010 3.159 3.912 3.650 -0.380 -0.135 -0.408
(5.674) (5.687) (5.696) (2.922) (2.926) (2.930)

Treatment × 2009 -2.982 -1.978 -2.328 -4.988 -4.660 -5.025
(6.991) (7.008) (7.023) (3.567) (3.573) (3.580)

Observations 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272
R-squared 0.777 0.784 0.784 0.810 0.814 0.814
State-quarter FE X X X X
Institution-quarter FE X X X X
HH characteristics-quarter FE X X
Winsorization 1% 1% 1% 5% 5% 5%
Coefficient tests:
H0 : T × 2014 = T × 2015 0.015 0.012 0.013 0.382 0.360 0.386
H0 : T × k = 0,∀k = 2009, ..., 2012 0.326 0.334 0.332 0.202 0.218 0.201

Mean dependent variable 147.0 147.0 147.0 108.4 108.4 108.4

Notes: This table shows the main results from estimating equation 1 on a balanced panel of outpatient clinic-
quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). Only clinics within 25 km of a monitoring station are included. The
outcome is the clinic GID rate per 100,000. The first three columns winsorize the outcome at the 1%, while
the last three columns at the 5%. Coefficients for the interaction of the treatment indicator and each year in
the sample are shown, with 2013 as the excluded year. Institution-quarter FE are indicators for each clinic
institution interacted with indicators for each quarter in the year. Household characteristics-quarter FE follow
the same logic and include indicators for fraction of households without sewage, without a bathroom inside the
home, and without electricity above the median. Robust standard errors clustered at the clinic level. We test
whether the post-tax coefficients are equal to each other, and whether the pre-tax coefficients are jointly equal
to zero. The mean of the dependent variable for the treatment clinics prior to the tax is shown.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 5:
DD Estimates of Changes in Bottled Beverage Consumption in

Households with and without Access to Tap Water

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: All bottled beverages
No access to tap water × 2014 0.0388 0.0946 0.1918 0.0503

(0.1110) (0.1272) (0.1430) (0.1828)
No access to tap water × 2016 0.2632*** 0.3156*** 0.3249*** 0.2908*

(0.1019) (0.1130) (0.1229) (0.1523)

R-squared 0.139 0.168 0.182 0.196
Mean dependent variable 14.08 12.84 12.13 10.89

Panel B: Sodas
No access to tap water × 2014 -0.0581 -0.0355 -0.0207 -0.1237

(0.1030) (0.1215) (0.1335) (0.1657)
No access to tap water × 2016 0.0892 0.1335 0.1328 0.1416

(0.0938) (0.1072) (0.1188) (0.1440)

R-squared 0.129 0.154 0.163 0.170
Mean dependent variable 3.46 3.23 3.14 3.00

Panel C: Bottled water
No access to tap water × 2014 0.0288 0.1977 0.3093* 0.0728

(0.1296) (0.1485) (0.1748) (0.2304)
No access to tap water × 2016 0.1741 0.2668** 0.2796* 0.1498

(0.1112) (0.1357) (0.1606) (0.2051)

R-squared 0.144 0.163 0.177 0.192
Mean dependent variable 10.19 9.24 8.66 7.58

Observations 98,792 61,010 48,051 34,195
Communities included All < 100, 000 < 15, 000 < 2, 500

Notes: This table shows DD estimates of changes in consumption over time for
households with and without access to tap water using data from the 2012, 2014 and
2016 rounds of the ENIGH. See equation 3 in the text. The outcome variable is the
log of liters purchased (plus 0.01 to deal with zeros). The unit of observation is a
household-year. The first column includes all households in the survey. Subsequent
columns restrict to smaller (i.e., more rural) communities. Robust standard errors
clustered at the municipality level. Panel A includes all bottled beverages (bottled
water, club soda, juice, sodas, and energy drinks). Panel B restricts to sodas and C
to bottled water.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 1:
Geographic Distribution of Access to Piped Water and Water

Quality Measures

(a) Fraction without access to piped water (b) Biochemical oxygen demand

(c) Chemical oxygen demand (d) Total suspended solids

Notes: These maps show the geographic distribution of our piped water access and surface water
quality variables. The top left graph corresponds to the fraction of households in an electoral
section without access to piped water inside the home, using data from the 2010 census. The
other three graphs show each of the three water quality measures, averaged over 2012, 2013 and
2014, at the Thiessen polygon level. All graphs split the data into quartiles.
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Figure 2:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates
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Notes: This graph shows the main results from estimating equation 2 on a balanced panel of out-
patient clinic-quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). Only clinics within 25 km of a monitoring
station are included. The outcome is the clinic GID rate per 100,000. The dark coefficients win-
sorize the outcome at the 1%, while the lighter color is at the 5%. Coefficients for the interaction
of the treatment indicator and each quarter for two years before and after the tax was introduced
are shown, with quarter 4 of 2013 as the excluded period. Robust standard errors clustered at
the clinic level. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. The mean of the dependent variable
for the treatment clinics prior to the tax is 147 and 108.4 for each of the coefficient series.
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Figure 3:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates: Decomposition by

Distance to Monitoring Stations
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(b) Winsorized 5%

Notes: This graph shows the main results from estimating equation 4 on a balanced panel of
outpatient clinic-quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). The outcome is the clinic GID rate
per 100,000. The graph on the left winsorizes the outcome at the 1%, while the one on the right
is at the 5%. Coefficients for the interaction of the treatment indicator and each year are shown,
with 2013 as the excluded period. Robust standard errors clustered at the clinic level. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals. The mean of the dependent variable for the treatment clinics prior
to the tax is 147 for the graph on the left, and 108.4 for the one on the right.
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Figure 4:
Robustness Checks for the Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates
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(b) Total suspended solids
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(c) Treatment as proportion
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(d) Median cutoff for access

Notes: This graph shows robustness checks on the main results from estimating equation 2 on a
balanced panel of outpatient clinic-quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). Each panel corre-
sponds to a different definition of the treatment group. Panel (a) uses the conagua cutoffs to
classify water measures into good and bad quality. Panel (b) uses only data from measures of
total suspended solids. Panel (c) aggregates the three quality measures as a proportion (treatment
takes a value of 0, 1/3, 2/3 or 1 depending on the number of quality measures that fall below the
median). Panel (d) uses the median as the cutoff for low access to piped water. Only clinics within
25 km of a monitoring station are included. The outcome is the clinic GID rate per 100,000. The
dark coefficients winsorize the outcome at the 1%, while the lighter color is at the 5%. Coefficients
for the interaction of the treatment indicator and each quarter for two years before and after the
tax was introduced are shown, with quarter 4 of 2013 as the excluded period. Robust standard
errors clustered at the clinic level. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. The mean of the
dependent variable for the treatment clinics prior to the tax is 155.8 and 116.4, 145.5 and 108.9,
147 and 108.4, and 148 and 108.4 for each graph and each coefficient series, respectively.
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Figure 5:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates: Placebo Check on

Other Conditions
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(a) Accidents and external injuries
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(b) Sexually transmitted diseases

Notes: This graph shows a robustness check by estimating equation 2 on placebo outcomes.
Observations correspond to a balanced panel of outpatient clinic-quarters (28 quarters from 2009
to 2015). Only clinics within 25 km of a monitoring station are included. The outcome for
the graph on the left is the clinic rate of accidents and external injuries per 100,000; the one
on the right corresponds to the rate of sexually transmitted diseases per 100,000. The dark
coefficients winsorize the outcome at the 1%, while the lighter color is at the 5%. Coefficients for
the interaction of the treatment indicator and each quarter for two years before and after the tax
was introduced are shown, with quarter 4 of 2013 as the excluded period. Robust standard errors
clustered at the clinic level. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. The mean rate of external
injuries for the treatment clinics prior to the tax is 1.22 and 6.20 for each of the coefficient series,
and the mean rate of sexually transmitted diseases is 22.62 and 15.10 for each series.
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Figure 6:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Hospitalization Rates at SSA

Hospitals
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(a) GID hospitalization rates
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(b) Length of hospital stays

Notes: This graph shows results on SSA hospitalizations from estimating equation 2 on a balanced
panel of SSA hospital-quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). Only hospitals within 25 km of
a monitoring station are included. The outcome for the graph on the left is hospitalizations due
to GIDs per 100,000. The dark coefficients winsorize the outcome at the 1%, while the lighter
color is at the 5%. The outcome for the graph on the right is the average length of stay for all
GID hospitalizations (darker series) and all hospitalizations (lighter series), winsorized at the 1%.
Coefficients for the interaction of the treatment indicator and each quarter for two years before
and after the tax was introduced are shown, with quarter 4 of 2013 as the excluded period. Robust
standard errors clustered at the hospital level. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. The
mean of the dependent variable for the treatment hospitals prior to the tax is 90.28 and 56.13 for
each coefficient series on the left, and 1.47 and 3.17 for each coefficient series on the right.
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Appendices for Online Publication

A First Stage Evidence of the Soda Tax

Due to data limitations, we are unable to show a direct first stage indicating the impact of

the tax on SB prices and/or consumption. However, we can present two pieces of information

that speak to this issue. First, we rely on previously estimated impacts. Second, we present

some descriptives from the National Household Income and Expenditures Survey (ENIGH).

For our literature review, we were able to identify five papers that analyzed the effects

of the tax on prices and consumption. A summary of the main findings are shown in

Table A1. Overall, these studies consistently find a 100% pass-through of the tax on SB

prices throughout the first year of the tax. There is little evidence on the long-run effects

on prices. Grogger (2017) finds similar estimates in the first six month of 2015 as the full

pass-through of 2014.

In terms of consumption, findings are consistent across studies with an estimated 6%

decline in SB purchases during 2014. However, there are mixed results in terms of the

dynamics of this effect throughout the first year. Using an extrapolation method, Colchero

et al. (2016) finds that there is an initial drop in consumption that gets larger over time.

On the other hand, Aguilar et al. (2017) implement a synthetic control to find the opposite:

after an initial sharp drop, the decrease in SB purchases gets smaller in absolute value over

time. A large drawback is that neither study analyzes data after 2014, limiting our sense of

how SB purchases were affected by the tax in the long run.1

Overall, the existing literature allows us to confidently infer that the tax had a strong

effect of around 10% on prices, as well as a 6% decrease in purchases of SBs during 2014,

the first year of the tax. However, we are less sure about effects in 2015. The literature is

1Evidently, identifying the long-run effects of a nation-wide policy is not a simple task. This is likely the
reason for why studies have not attempted to calculate them.
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silent with respect to consumption effects, although at least it seems that pass-through was

maintained.

To address these shortcomings, we turn to data from the 2012, 2014 and 2016 ENIGH

survey rounds. This is a repeated cross-section that allows us to observe weekly household

purchases of soda. Other beverage items are included, but since the tax was most salient

around sodas, we limit our analysis to them. We show patterns of soda purchases over

time, decomposing the effects by community size. We are not attempting to assign a causal

interpretation here, as we have no control group. However, we believe these patterns are

suggestive of the potential impact of the tax on consumption.

Figure A1 shows the point estimates from a regression of soda purchases on survey

round indicators and municipality fixed effects. We also include total income and number of

household members as controls. The first panel shows the full sample, while the other panels

restrict the sample by number of inhabitants in the community. Overall, these descriptive

trends show that soda consumption was decreasing throughout these years. Notably, it seems

that for more rural communities (those with fewer than 2,500 inhabitants, corresponding to

around 35% of the full sample), there was an initial decrease in 2014, which then stalled

in 2016. For urban and semi-urban communities (38 and 27% of the sample), purchases

decrease consistently in 2014 and 2016.
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Table A1:
Previously Estimated Impacts of the SB Tax in Mexico on SB

Prices and Consumption

Short-Run Effects Long-Run Effects

Aguilar et al. (2017) 100% pass-though of the tax on N.A.
prices, and 6% decrease in
purchases throughout 2014; an
initial sharp drop in consumption
is followed by an increasing trend

Colchero et al. (2017) 6.3% reduction in purchases and N.A.
2% reduction in probability of
purchasing SBs during 2014

Colchero et al. (2016) average 6% reduction in purchases N.A.
throughout 2014, decreasing at an
increasing rate with a 12% decline
in December 2014

Colchero et al. (2015) 0.95-1.12 pesos per liter increase in N.A.
SB prices, 11% increase in carbonated
SB prices throughout 2014; evidence
of full pass-through of the tax

Grogger (2017) 12.3-14.1% price increase during estimates hold up to June
2014; over 100% pass-through 2015, no increasing or

decreasing trend

Notes: This table summarizes the main findings of the papers that have studied the effect of
the SB tax in Mexico on both prices and consumption of SBs. We distinguish between short
and long-run effects (roughly one year after the implementation of the tax). Cells with “N.A.”
indicate that the paper did not estimate those effects.
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Figure A1:
Evolution of Household Soda Purchases over Time
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Notes: These graphs show trends in soda purchases using the 2012, 2014 and 2016 ENIGH rounds.
Each graph shows the point estimates of a regression of soda purchases on survey round indicators,
total household income, number of members, and municipality fixed effects. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals using robust standard errors. The top left graph corresponds to the full
sample. The top right graph restricts to urban areas with over 100,000 inhabitants (38% of the
sample). The bottom left graph restricts to semi-urban areas with 2,500 to 100,000 inhabitants
(27% of the sample). The bottom right graph shows rural areas corresponding to communities
with fewer than 2,500 inhabitants (35% of the sample).
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B Access to Piped Water, Surface Water Quality, and

Public Outpatient Clinics

B.1 Access to Piped Water

Table B1 shows descriptive statistics at the electoral section level for the variables measuring

access to piped water in the 2010 census for the total number of sections in Mexico. This

table shows that on average 63% of households within a section have access to piped water

inside their home. The remaining 37% is then broken down by other sources: around 24%

obtain piped water from neighbors or a communal tap, 1% buy water from vendors, and the

remaining 12% use surface water from wells (8%) and from rivers, lakes and dams (3%).

Figure B1 shows histograms of lack of access to piped water inside the home, using section-

level data from the 2010 census. Figure B1a corresponds to the density of the fraction of

households in an electoral section without piped water at home. This distribution has two

humps at each extreme. This is consistent with a large number of sections having full or

almost full access to piped water, with another relatively big mass of sections that have

almost no access to piped water at home. The latter are mostly rural.

Not all sections have a public outpatient clinic. For our main sample, we have only

10,343 sections. Figure B1b shows the distribution of the fraction of households without

piped water at home restricting to these electoral sections. The distribution looks similar,

although there is now a larger mass closer to one than zero.

Figure B1c shows the number of households without access. This is calculated by multi-

plying the fraction of households in a section without access to piped water by the number

of households in that section. This distribution shows a large mass close to zero. This is

due to two things: (1) many sections have almost full access to piped water, and (2) those

sections with a severe lack of access tend to be smaller in population.1 To further show this

1For example, the average number of households in sections that correspond to the bottom quartile of
lack of access to piped water is 403.9, while sections in the top quartile have 260.3 households on average.
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skewness in the distribution, Figure B1d shows the same plot capped at the mean of 119

households.

B.2 Surface Water Quality

As described in the main text, our data for surface water quality comes from monitoring

stations belonging to the Mexican government. While there are over 3,000 stations, we

discard those that are located at salt water sources. In total, we are left with 2,071 monitoring

stations in our main sample, from which we construct our Thiessen polygons. Figure B2

shows a map with the location of these monitoring stations, as well as the corresponding

Thiessen polygons.

These stations are located across a variety of water sources. Figure B3 shows the distri-

bution of these water sources for our monitoring stations. The graph shows that the vast

majority (62%) of monitoring stations are located at rivers. This is followed by dams (15%),

lagoons (9%), and lakes (9%).

Table B2 shows descriptive statistics of the surface water quality measures at these sta-

tions. As described in the main text, there are three measures per monitoring station:

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and total suspended

solids (TSS). The mean, standard deviation, and median for each year (2012, 2013, and

2014) are shown for each measure. Note that some stations have missing values for some

measures in some years. We also report summary statistics for the three year average of

each measure.

Figure B4 shows how each measure has changed over time. Each plot corresponds to

one of the three measures, and shows point estimates from a regression of the continuous

measure on year indicators and monitoring station fixed effects. The plot for BOD shows

that there was not a lot of change in this measure over the course of these three years. The

plot for COD shows an increase from 2012 to 2013. Lastly, the plot for TSS shows the most

variation, with an increase from 2012 to 2013, followed by a decline in 2014.
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Table B3 shows the criteria used by conagua in classifying each of the three surface

water quality measures into five categories of cleanliness. In one of our robustness checks,

we use this stratification to classify stations into those with good surface water quality

(“excellent” and “good” categories) and bad quality (below “good”). Since it is unclear to

us how conagua chose these thresholds (or even why five categories and not just two),

we conservatively use the “good” category as our cutoff to construct our binary measure of

quality.2

B.3 Assignment of Water Variables to Public Outpatient Clinics

Figure B5 shows a map with the location of the public outpatient clinics in our sample, as

well as the electoral sections in which they fall.

Figure B6 shows the distribution of distance from each public outpatient clinic to the

monitoring station assigned via the Thiessen polygons as described in the main text. The

graph on the left shows the full distribution, with a range extending all the way to 200 km.

The graph on the right is capped at the 75th percentile (25 km), the sample used in all the

main regressions.

2Standards in developed settings suggest that the “acceptable” category put forward by conagua tends
to fall above established thresholds. For example, the Canadian Ministry of the Environment establishes a
threshold of 5.5-6.5 mg/L for BOD in warm-water ecosystems. Michigan’s Department of Environmental
Quality indicates water appears cloudy for TSS levels between 40-80 mg/L. Utah, according to the EPA,
establishes a threshold of 90 mg/L for TSS.
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Table B1:
Access to Piped Water at the Section Level

Mean Std. Dev.

Percentage of HH getting water from:

Sources outside the home 37.1 36.8
Piped water from neighbors/communal tap 24.1 28.1
Water from vendors 1.2 6.3
Surface Water 11.8 24.6

Wells 8.6 19.9
Rivers, lakes and dams 3.3 12.0

Total observations 64,559

Notes: This table shows section-level averages for access to piped water ac-
cording to the 2010 census.
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Table B2:
Summary Statistics of Surface Water Quality

Mean Std. Dev. Median Obs.

Biochemical oxygen demand (mg/L)

2012 15.70 38.90 4.00 1,694
2013 17.29 115.44 4.90 1,876
2014 16.65 107.82 5.00 1,906
Three-year average 17.51 109.25 5.23 1,914

Chemical oxygen demand (mg/L)

2012 54.99 107.71 22.00 1,696
2013 72.34 278.24 35.60 1,879
2014 70.07 238.75 37.20 1,905
Three-year average 69.06 249.59 34.07 1,915

Total suspended solids (mg/L)

2012 42.82 104.76 18.00 1,843
2013 86.03 172.09 34.00 2,014
2014 72.16 231.73 27.00 2,071
Three-year average 69.49 144.95 32.00 2,071

Notes: This table shows descriptives for the surface water quality measures
across 2,071 monitoring stations used in the main sample.

Table B3:
Surface Water Quality Thresholds

Biochemical Chemical Total
oxygen demand oxygen demand suspended solids

Excellent ≤3 mg/L ≤10 mg/L ≤25 mg/L
Good 3-6 10-20 25-75
Acceptable 6-30 20-40 75-150
Polluted 30-120 40-200 150-400
Very polluted >120 >200 >400

Notes: This table shows the thresholds established by conagua in clas-
sifying each of the three surface water quality measures.
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Figure B1:
Distribution of Piped Water Access
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Notes: These graphs show histograms for piped water access based on data from the 2010 census.
The top left graph shows the distribution of the fraction of households in an electoral section that
do not have access to piped water inside the home for all sections. The graph on the top right
restricts to our sample of 10,343 sections where there are clinics with a monitoring station at most
25 km away. The graph on the bottom left shows the number of households in a section without
access to piped water inside the home (i.e., the fraction of households without access multiplied
by the number of households in each section) for our main sample. The bottom right graph caps
the data at the mean of 207 households.
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Figure B2:
Water Monitoring Stations and Thiessen Polygons

Notes: This map shows the 2,071 monitoring stations in the our sample, as well as their corre-
sponding Thiessen polygons.

Figure B3:
Water Sources for Monitoring Stations in Sample
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Notes: This graph shows the number of monitoring stations that correspond to each water source
where quality is being measured.
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Figure B4:
Evolution of Water Quality Measures over Time
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Notes: These graphs show how the water quality measures change over time for the three years
from 2012 to 2014. Each plot shows the point estimates from a regression of the quality measure
on indicators for each year and monitoring station fixed effects. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals using robust standard errors.

Figure B5:
Electoral Sections and Public Outpatient Clinics

Notes: This map shows the 15,634 public outpatient clinics in the our sample, as well as their
corresponding electoral section.
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Figure B6:
Distance from Clinics to Monitoring Stations
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Notes: These graphs show the distribution of distance from the public outpatient clinics to their
assigned monitoring station. The plot on the left includes all clinics. The plot on the right is our
main sample, capped at the 75th percentile (25 km).
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C Prevalence of GIDs and Likelihood of Seeking Out-

patient Care

Our estimates rely on using outpatient GID rates as our dependent variable. Evidently,

this may not be an accurate representation of the overall prevalence of diarrheal disease in

a clinic’s catchment area. In terms of the validity of our strategy, this is only a concern

if individuals around treatment and control clinics differentially changed their likelihood of

seeking medical care when sick. The question then is whether the mapping of unobserved

GID prevalence to observed GID visits at public clinics is effectively changing over time,

specifically as GIDs become more prevalent.

To shed light on this potential issue, we turn to survey data from the National Health

Survey (ENSANUT). This is a nationally representative survey, usually carried out every

six years. We explore data from the 2006 and 2012 rounds. Unfortunately, the 2016 round

only focused on nutrition and chronic diseases, excluding questions on disease and healthcare

utilization. Nevertheless, we believe that this exercise is informative.

We estimate the following equation using the individual-level data for both rounds:

yimr = β1sickimr + β2ratemr + β3(sick × rate)imr +X ′imrγ + λm + θr + εimr (C1)

where yimr is an indicator for whether individual i in municipality m in survey round r sought

medical care at a public clinic, sickimr is an indicator for being sick with a GID, ratemr is

the GID rate excluding individual i, 1
Nmr

∑
j 6=i sickjmr, X

′
imr is a vector of controls, λm are

municipality fixed effects, θr are indicators for each round, and εimr is the error term. Note

that this is a repeated cross-section, where we cannot track the same individuals over time.

We recognize that these estimates only allow us to identify correlations within the data.

However, these simple relationships may be very informative. The coefficient β1 indicates by

how much the observed probability of going to the public clinic increases when an individual
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is sick with a GID. The coefficient β2 measures changes in the likelihood of seeking care as

the prevalence of GIDs increases. Lastly, the coefficient β3 indicates whether this probability

changes differentially for individuals that are sick with a GID in areas with varying prevalence

of GIDs.

We are especially interested in β3. If we find a positive and significant coefficient, this

would mean that the probability of seeking care when sick with a GID increases with the

overall prevalence of GIDs in an individual’s municipality. This would then suggest that

clinic reports of GIDs increase mechanically whenever the prevalence of GIDs increases. If

instead we find a statistical zero, then an individual’s decision of seeking care when sick

is independent of the overall GID rate, regardless of the general effect of GID rates on

this likelihood. This would be reassuring, since it would indicate that the mapping of GID

prevalence to our clinic reports does not change with changes in GID rates.

Panel A in Table C1 shows the results from estimating equation C1, with an indicator

for seeking medical care at a public clinic as the dependent variable. We begin in column 1

by simply showing the correlation between the likelihood of seeking care at a public clinic

and being sick with a GID. In columns 2 and 3, we successively add the GID rate and base

controls, as well as municipality and survey round fixed effects. These three columns show

a positive and significant link between being sick with a GID and seeking care at a public

clinic. The magnitude is relatively stable, increasing the probability of care by 30 percentage

points. Columns 2 and 3 also indicate that an additional GID case per 1,000 individuals in

a given municipality-year is associated with a small but significant increase in the likelihood

of seeking care for any kind of disease.

Column 4 adds the interaction between the indicator for whether the individual is sick

with a GID and the local GID rate. The estimate is small, negative and statistically indis-

tinguishable from zero. Column 5 includes additional individual-level controls. The results

remain unchanged. The fact that we do not find a significant coefficient, and that the point

estimate is negative and not positive, suggests that there is no differential change in the
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likelihood of seeking care at a public clinic when sick with a GID as the local prevalence of

GIDs increases. As such, this provides reassurance that the fact that we observe GID visits

at public clinics, instead of the full prevalence of GIDs, does not introduce an important bias

in our results.

A related concern would be that individuals alter their decisions with respect to seeking

private care. Panel B in Table C1 shows similar results, using an indicator for seeking care at

a private clinic as the dependent variable. We again find that being sick with a GID increases

the probability of seeking private care, as does the local GID rate. We do not find significant

effects of the interaction term at the conventional 95% confidence level. This suggests that

there are no differential changes in seeking private care when the local prevalence of disease

changes.
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Table C1:
Relationship Between Seeking Medical Attention

and Being Sick with a GID

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Seeking Attention at a Public Clinic

Sick with GID 0.3071*** 0.3039*** 0.3042*** 0.3239*** 0.3094***
(0.0108) (0.0108) (0.0107) (0.0175) (0.0175)

GID rate per 1,000 0.0004*** 0.0005*** 0.0005*** 0.0004***
(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)

Sick with GID × GID rate -0.0023 -0.0027
(0.0019) (0.0018)

Observations 401,450 401,450 401,450 401,450 363,074
R-squared 0.0153 0.0185 0.0273 0.0274 0.0374

Panel B: Seeking Attention at a Private Clinic

Sick with GID 0.1852*** 0.1844*** 0.1848*** 0.1881*** 0.1913***
(0.0082) (0.0082) (0.0082) (0.0116) (0.0122)

GID rate per 1,000 0.0003*** 0.0004*** 0.0004*** 0.0003***
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Sick with GID × GID rate -0.0004 -0.0019*
(0.0010) (0.0010)

Observations 401,450 401,450 401,450 401,450 363,074
R-squared 0.0115 0.0133 0.0200 0.0200 0.0219

Municipality FE X X X
Year FE X X X
Base controls X X X X
Additional controls X

Notes: This table shows the correlation between seeking medical attention and being sick
with a GID, using data from the 2006 and 2012 ENSANUT survey rounds. Panel A fo-
cuses on public clinics, and Panel B on private care. Observations are individuals in a given
municipality-year. The dependent variable is an indicator for seeking medical attention at
a public clinic (or private clinic) for any symptoms, unconditional on reporting being sick.
GID rate per 1,000 is the prevalence of GID rates in a given municipality-year. Base controls
include age, gender, whether the individual lives in a house with a dirt floor, electricity, piped
water, and sewage, as well as municipality-year level averages of these last four character-
istics. Additional controls, for which a few missing values are recorded, include education
indicators and indicators for health insurance status. Robust standard errors clustered at the
municipality level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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D Point Estimates of the Robustness Checks and Ad-

ditional Results

This appendix shows the point estimates in table format for the robustness checks and

additional results reported graphically in the main text.
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Table D1:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates by Distance Quartile to

Monitoring Station

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post-tax years
Treatment × 2015 × distance q 12.358* 9.661 23.462*** -1.103 9.903** 5.548 16.807*** -3.830

(6.537) (5.985) (7.091) (8.222) (3.853) (3.432) (3.791) (4.859)
Treatment × 2014 × distance q 9.221* 13.530*** 31.780*** 1.175 6.852** 5.105** 16.706*** 0.805

(4.961) (4.612) (6.681) (6.021) (3.139) (2.553) (3.172) (3.807)
Pre-tax years

Treatment × 2012 × distance q -1.128 -5.018 6.699 -16.029** -0.529 -4.289 1.859 -8.246**
(5.050) (5.969) (6.392) (7.315) (3.153) (2.882) (2.914) (4.126)

Treatment × 2011 × distance q -2.693 -7.104 0.756 -7.175 -5.207 -7.699** -2.494 -4.607
(7.928) (7.191) (7.890) (9.064) (3.630) (3.296) (3.829) (4.685)

Treatment × 2010 × distance q -7.861 -14.069* 1.468 -24.240** -3.815 -10.299*** -0.905 -10.001*
(7.791) (7.452) (8.565) (10.590) (4.299) (3.864) (4.106) (5.675)

Treatment × 2009 × distance q -13.719 -22.498** -15.853 -27.443*** -8.191 -15.594*** -11.195** -8.055
(9.681) (8.880) (10.241) (10.138) (5.119) (4.273) (5.024) (5.697)

Observations 437,752 437,752 437,752 437,752 437,752 437,752 437,752 437,752
R-squared 0.774 0.774 0.774 0.774 0.801 0.801 0.801 0.801
Winsorization 1% 1% 1% 1% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Distance quartile q 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Notes: This table shows the main results from estimating equation 4 on a balanced panel of outpatient clinic-quarters (28 quarters
from 2009 to 2015). The outcome is the clinic GID rate per 100,000. The first four columns correspond to a single regression with
the outcome winsorized at the 1%, while the last four columns correspond to a single regression with the outcome winsorized at the
5%. Coefficients for the interaction of the treatment indicator, each year, and each distance quartile are shown, with 2013 as the
excluded period. Robust standard errors clustered at the clinic level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table D2:
Robustness Checks for the Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates

conagua classification Total suspended solids Treatment as proportion Median cutoff for access
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post-tax years
Treatment × 2015 6.381 3.207 8.738* 0.868 9.018* 0.984 5.259 5.726**

(5.720) (2.980) (4.650) (2.606) (5.319) (2.939) (4.740) (2.692)
Treatment × 2014 12.763*** 5.718** 12.836*** 2.660 14.122*** 4.395** 15.926*** 8.529***

(4.386) (2.453) (3.334) (1.772) (3.678) (1.980) (3.864) (2.040)
Pre-tax years

Treatment × 2012 2.822 -1.295 0.528 0.997 0.016 1.632 4.003 1.018
(4.985) (2.468) (3.166) (1.659) (3.564) (1.945) (4.083) (2.004)

Treatment × 2011 4.256 -1.546 -4.534 0.082 -3.145 1.505 4.428 -0.675
(6.356) (3.082) (5.138) (2.704) (5.860) (3.123) (5.378) (2.623)

Treatment × 2010 2.812 0.367 -10.181 0.325 -10.159 2.842 3.392 -0.223
(6.615) (3.381) (7.102) (3.751) (8.153) (4.342) (6.167) (3.151)

Treatment × 2009 -5.413 -4.064 -17.572** -2.901 -19.702* -0.107 -3.650 -5.663
(8.333) (4.193) (8.742) (4.677) (10.097) (5.436) (7.580) (3.828)

Observations 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272
R-squared 0.777 0.810 0.777 0.810 0.777 0.810 0.777 0.810
Winsorization 1% 5% 1% 5% 1% 5% 1% 5%
Coefficient tests:

H0 : T × 2014 = T × 2015 0.152 0.311 0.171 0.289 0.141 0.080 0.007 0.181
H0 : T × k = 0,∀k = 2009, ..., 2012 0.475 0.563 0.092 0.311 0.057 0.392 0.375 0.132

Mean dependent variable 155.8 116.4 145.5 108.9 147.0 108.4 148.0 108.4

Notes: This table shows robustness checks on the main results from estimating equation 1 on a balanced panel of outpatient clinic-quarters (28
quarters from 2009 to 2015). Every two columns correspond to a different definition of the treatment group. Columns 1 and 2 use the conagua
cutoffs to classify water measures into good and bad quality. Columns 3 and 4 use only data from measures of total suspended solids. Columns
5 and 6 aggregate the three quality measures as a proportion (treatment takes a value of 0, 1/3, 2/3 or 1 depending on the number of quality
measures that fall below the median). Columns 7 and 8 use the median as the cutoff for low access to piped water. Only clinics within 25 km of
a monitoring station are included. The outcome is the clinic GID rate per 100,000. Even-numbered columns winsorize the outcome at the 1%,
while odd-numbered ones at the 5%. Coefficients for the interaction of the treatment indicator and each year in the sample are shown, with 2013
as the excluded period. Robust standard errors clustered at the clinic level. We test whether the post-tax coefficients are equal to each other, and
whether the pre-tax coefficients are jointly equal to zero. The mean for the dependent variable for the treatment clinics prior to the tax is shown.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table D3:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Rates: Placebo Check on

Other Conditions

External Injuries STDs
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post-tax years
Treatment × 2015 0.009 0.077 1.331 1.109

(0.222) (0.059) (1.408) (0.716)
Treatment × 2014 0.002 0.114*** 0.488 0.141

(0.169) (0.044) (1.060) (0.544)
Pre-tax years

Treatment × 2012 0.167 0.003 -0.078 0.253
(0.159) (0.043) (1.054) (0.541)

Treatment × 2011 0.000 -0.068 1.080 0.563
(0.224) (0.056) (1.303) (0.648)

Treatment × 2010 -0.002 -0.054 -0.706 -0.598
(0.235) (0.065) (1.503) (0.752)

Treatment × 2009 -0.004 -0.144* -0.587 -1.333
(0.249) (0.076) (1.709) (0.860)

Observations 328,272 328,272 328,272 328,272
R-squared 0.307 0.482 0.578 0.577
Winsorization 1% 5% 1% 5%
Coefficient tests:
H0 : T × 2014 = T × 2015 0.975 0.433 0.427 0.054
H0 : T × k = 0,∀k = 2009, ..., 2012 0.735 0.123 0.313 0.033

Mean dependent variable 1.22 6.20 22.62 15.10

Notes: This table shows a robustness check by estimating equation 1 on placebo
outcomes. Observations correspond to a balanced panel of outpatient clinic-
quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). Only clinics within 25 km of a monitoring
station are included. The outcome for the first two columns is the clinic rate of
accidents and external injuries per 100,000; the one for the last two columns is
the rate of sexually transmitted diseases per 100,000. Odd-numbered columns
winsorizes the outcome at the 1%, while even-numbered ones at the 5%. Coeffi-
cients for the interaction of the treatment indicator and each year in the sample
are shown, with 2013 as the excluded year. Robust standard errors clustered at
the clinic level. We perform various coefficient tests. The mean of the dependent
variable for the treatment clinics prior to the tax is shown.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table D4:
DD Effect of the Soda Tax on GID Hospitalization Rates at SSA

Hospitals

Hospitalization Rate Length of Stay
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post-tax years
Treatment × 2015 -6.535 -3.157 -0.027 0.016

(23.713) (14.703) (0.377) (0.395)
Treatment × 2014 -9.975 -7.617 -0.203 -0.208

(12.875) (6.475) (0.281) (0.142)
Pre-tax years

Treatment × 2012 0.711 3.072 -0.246 -0.124
(11.523) (6.674) (0.210) (0.255)

Treatment × 2011 -8.198 -6.873 -0.287 0.423
(22.074) (13.273) (0.353) (0.785)

Treatment × 2010 -14.693 -2.931 -0.473 1.330
(28.827) (17.713) (0.445) (1.133)

Treatment × 2009 -3.767 3.309 -0.325 0.747
(36.071) (22.281) (0.569) (0.872)

Observations 16,996 16,996 16,996 16,996
R-squared 0.706 0.682 0.440 0.899
Winsorization 1% 5% 1% 1%
Cause of hospitalization GIDs GIDs GIDs All
Coefficient tests:
H0 : T × 2014 = T × 2015 0.820 0.696 0.601 0.501
H0 : T × k = 0,∀k = 2009, ..., 2012 0.370 0.280 0.156 0.565

Mean dependent variable 90.28 56.13 1.47 3.17

Notes: This table shows the results on SSA hospitalizations from estimating equation 1
on a balanced panel of SSA hospital-quarters (28 quarters from 2009 to 2015). Only
hospitals within 25 km of a monitoring station are included. The outcome in columns
1 and 2 is hospitalizations due to GIDs per 100,000, winsorized at the 1% in column 1
and at the 5% in column 2. The outcome in columns 3 and 4 correspond to the length
of hospital stays due to GIDs and all hospitalizations, respectively. All lengths of stay
are winsorized at the 1%. Coefficients for the interaction of the treatment indicator and
each year in the sample are shown, with 2013 as the excluded year. Robust standard
errors clustered at the hospital level. We test whether the post-tax coefficients are equal
to each other, and whether the pre-tax coefficients are jointly equal to zero. The mean
of the dependent variable for the treatment hospitals prior to the tax is shown.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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